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VOCABULARY
A. Match each picture with its sentence. There is one extra sentence.
(1) ..........

(2) ...........

(3).........

0.75

a) Deaf people use sign language to communicate.

b) Sitting a lot increases health risks.

c) Before entering turn on your mobile phone.

d) You must turn off your mobile phone there.

B- Fill in the blanks with the given words. There is an extra word.
absolutely, blood pressure, fluently, emotional
4. A: Can you speak English well?
B: I study English hard but I can’t speak it …………..………
5. Mom: That’s enough. You must not have eaten a lot.
Sina: oh, mom. This food is …………..……… delicious. I can’t stop eating.

0.75

6. 8. A: Did you go to doctor?
B: yes, he said the problem is more ………..………… than physical.
C: Fill in the blanks with your own words. The first letter of each word is written.
7. A: I want to know about how to have a healthy lifestyle
B: You can s…....…… the net and study about it.
0.5

8. A: Tom is a fit boy. He is not fat.
B: Yes. He eats a lot but he doesn't g…….....… weight.
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II. GRAMMAR
D: Read this short conversation and complete it by circling the correct answer.
Max was crossing the street. He had a bag with (9) …… million dollars in. Suddenly a motorcycle
closed him and robbed his bag. Now he is in a police office.
The police: I need all details. Please give me (10) …… information about what happened.
Max: There was not any traffic. There were only (11) …… cars in the street. The light was red
Suddenly a motorcycle with (12) …… hit me, robbed my bag and sped away.
9. a) two hundreds forty-nine
c) two hundred fourteen nine
10. a) some
11. a) a little
12. a) young two man
c) two young men

b) two hundred forty-nine
d) two hundreds fourteen nine
c) few
b) one
c) a few
b) many
b) young two men
d) two young man

1
d) an
d) one

1

E: Look at the pictures and complete the sentences with suitable measure words.

13

14

15

16

Last night was Yalda Night. There were a lot of different delicious food. I am on a diet but last night I
ate a lot. I ate (13) ...... bread with a bowl of chicken soup, (14) ...... spegetti and two slices of meat.
After dinner I enjoyed (15) ...... melon and (16) ...... cake.
III. READING
F. Read the following paragraph and answer the questions.
An endangered language is a language that has very few speakers. Nowadays, many languages are losing
their native speakers. When a language dies, the knowledge and culture disappear with it. A lot of
endangered languages are in Australia and South America. Some of them are in Asia and Africa. The
number of live languages of the world is around 7000, and many of them may not exist in the future.
Many researchers are now trying to protect endangered languages. This can save lots of information and
cultural values of people all around the world.
17. What does the underlined word, “disappear”, mean? ……………………………….
18. In which parts of the world are there most endangered languages? ………………..
19. Why saving a language is important? …………………………………………………
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G. For each paragraph choose a main idea. There is one extra main idea:
a. addiction to technology
b. The harmful effects of using technology
c. ways to cure technology addicts

0.5

20. ………….Using technology in a wrong way has created bad habits and new types of addictions. It is
not strange now to call someone an Internet or mobile addict. Technology addicts are people with
serious problems to control themselves to use various kinds of technology, in particular the Internet,
smartphones, tablets and laptops. Technology addicts do not like to socialize with people; instead, they
prefer to be alone and spend lots of their time working with their devices. This makes them depressed
and impatient.
21. ………….Specialists have found different ways to cure technology addicts. To avoid this type of
addiction, people should spend more time with their friends and family members, do daily exercise, and
limit the time of working with technologies. They also need to enjoy nature more and have regular plans
to travel.
H. Read the text and choose T(True) or F(false).
All languages have their own rules for forming words and for ordering those words into meaningful
sentences. Many deaf and dumb people around the world use sign languages to express their emotions,
exchange information or, in order words, to communicate with each other as fast as they can.
Word order is more important in English than it is in some other language such as Russian. The sound
system is very important in Chinese and in many languages in West Africa. Languages are always
changing, but they change very slowly.
Today, fifty percent of the world's population speaks one of the top fifteen languages. The world's
most common language is Mandarin Chinese, which has more than 1 billion speakers. English is the
international language for science and business. In fact, English has more second language speakers than
first language speakers.
22. deaf and dumb people can’t express their emotions: T

F

23. Word order in Russian is as important as in English. T

F

24. Languages don’t change quickly. T

2

F

25: Learning English is important because it is used for science and business around the world. T

F

IV . WRITING

I. Complete the sentences by unscrambling the words.
The number of people is increasing. China makes up 18 (26) ………………..(pecrnet) of the world’s
population. The (27) ………………..(relashiontip) between population and (28) ……………(cosiety)
is so important that governments try to control the sizes of their people. These governments want to have
a (29) ……………….. (banelcad) population but not to decrease the population.
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J. Read the following sentence. Find the subject, verb, object and additional information and write in
the table under their columns.
1

30. Every night, my brother and I read a book.
subject

verb

object

additional information

K. Imagine you have moved to a new city. Write a letter to your pen friend about your new school.
write about ….:
●when the school opens
●the number of students in your class
●how your teachers teach
●your likes or dislikes in your new school
The first and second sentences has given. Complete the letter in 40 words.
Hi dear
I have started my new school. It is far from our home. The school opens ………. .
…………………………….. …………………... ……………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Good Luck

4
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VOCABULARY
A. Match each picture with its sentence. There is one extra sentence.
(2) ...........
(1) ..........
B- Fill in the blanks with the given words. There is an extra word.

(3).........

4. …………..………
6. ………..…………
5. …………..………
C: Fill in the blanks with your own words. The first letter of each word is written.
8. …………..………
7. …………..………

0.75

0.75
0.5

II. GRAMMAR
D: Read this short conversation and complete it by circling the correct answer.
9. .........

10. .........

11. .........

12. ……..

E: Look at the pictures and complete the sentences with suitable measure words.
13. ………

14. .........

15. .........

1
1

16. ……..

III. READING
F. Read the following paragraph and answer the questions.
17. ……………………………………………………………………..
18. ……………………………………………………………………..

1.5

19. ……………………………………………………………………..
G. For each paragraph choose a main idea. There is one extra main idea:
20. .........

21. .........

0.5

H. Read the text and choose and answer the questions. (Don’t use more than 5 words)
2
22. ………

23. .........

24. .........

25. ……..
5

IV . WRITING

I. Complete the sentences by unscrambling the words.
22. ………

23. ..............

25. ……..…..

24. ................

1

J. Read the following sentence. Find the subject, verb, object and additional information and write in
the table under their columns.
1
subject

verb

object

additional information

K. Imagine you have moved to a new city. Write a letter to your pen friend about your new school.
write about ….:
Hi dear

2
I have started my new school. It is far from our home. The school opens ………. .
…………………………….. …………………... ……………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………….. …………………... ……………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………….. …………………... ……………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Good Luck
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VOCABULARY
A. d (L1)

(2) a (L1)

(3) b (L2)

0.75
5. absolutely (L1)

B- 4. fluently (L1)

6. emotional (L2)
0.75

C: Fill in the blanks with your own words. The first letter of each word is written.
8. Gain (L2)
7. surf (L1)
II. GRAMMAR
D:
9. b) two hundred forty-nine (L1- page 32)
10. a) some
(L1- page 29)
11. c) a few
(L1-page 29)
12. c) two young men
(L1- page 33)
E: (L1- p.30)
(13) two loaves of

0.5

1
1

(14) two servings of

(15) a slice of

(16) two pieces of

III. READING
F. (L1)
17. not appear/ opposite of appear/ die
18. in Australia and South America
19. This can save lots of information and cultural values of people all around the world.
1.5
G. L2
20. a 21. c
H. (Related to lesson 1)
22. F

23. F

0.5

24. T

25: T

2
1

IV . WRITING

I. (26) percent (L2)
subject
My brother and I

(27) relationship (L1)

(28) society (L1)

verb
read

object
a book

J.
7

(29) balanced(L2)
additional information
every night

1

